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oil on canvas, 20 x 24 inches

Upcoming
July 11, 2020

Coos Art Museum continues its tradition ofhosting an annual Maritime Art Exhibition on the scenic southern Oregon Coast.
Coinciding with the opening ofthis annual maritime art exhibit is the Plein-Air/Paint out event for maritime painters. A day of
painting outdoors on the Coos Bay; city docks, shipyards, boat basins, sandy beaches, rocky coves, rugged shorelines, dramatic cliffs,
lush rain forests and cultured gardens that are all within 10 miles ofthe Coos Art Museum. The 27th Annual Maritime Art Exhibition is
officially recognized and co-sponsored by the American Society ofMarine Artists.ASMA member Don McMichael, and Signature
Artists Jon Olson and Richard Boyer will jury this fantastic show and event. April 25, 2020 – Deadline for submissions sent to Coos Art
Museum. See https://www.coosart.org/call-to-artists/ for details.
May 29, 2020

The American Society of Marine Artists 18th National Exhibition is scheduled to debut at the Chesapeake Bay Maritime
Museum in St. Michael’s, Maryland in May. At the time this publication is going to print, it is unclear whether our partner institutions will be allowed to maintain scheduled debuts and events. Please visit www.AmericanSocietyofMarineArtists.com or our partner
museum websites for more accurate information closer to opening and event dates listed below.
The 18th National Show is scheduled to visit:
GulfQuest Maritime Museum
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September 24 - December 23, 2020

Opening Reception September 24, 2020

Burroughs-Chapin Museum ofArt

January 19 - April 17, 2021

Opening Reception January 16, 2021

Minnesota Marine Art Museum

June 19 - October 3, 2021

Opening Reception June 17, 2021
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The Society Celebrates the opening ofits 18th National Exhibition in Jamestown, VA

3RD NATIONAL M ARINE
ARTS CONFERENCE

The Society gathered in Williamsburg and
Jamestown to learn, grow and share.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Lisa Egeli, Churchton, Maryland
Dear Members,
What unites us as a Society is our passion for art about the sea, the creatures in
and around it, and all the ways in which ocean water moves through our lives.
With our roots in maritime history, we have the benefit oflooking back in time
while maintaining a forward focus. Within the pages ofthis issue are celebrations
of artists who helped get us where we are today as well as stories about today’s
members who share our passion.
Throughout the year we are fortunate to share our common interest through
exhibiting together and learning together. This month we have launched two
great opportunities for both.
By the time this magazine gets into your hands, the 18th National Exhibition
has opened its tour in the beautiful museum at Jamestown Settlement, the first of
five distinguished venues to showcase our art to the world. At the same time, the
Third National Marine Art Conference will have concluded, having brought
together artists, collectors, presenters and friends for several days of inspiration
and sharing. This Society is made strong not just by the great art it celebrates, but
by the magic that happens when we exhibit together and spend time with one
another.
The American Society ofMarine Artists is always looking for others who share
our appreciation for excellence and our desire to create, share and learn about the
finest in contemporary marine art. The Society will always have a unique niche as
a small but dedicated and discerning group of artists, collectors and enthusiasts,
but even within our circle we have room to expand our membership. Ifyou know
ofartists who share our passion for water and the creatures and craft in and on it,
tell them about ASMA and the opportunities we offer.
We hope you find inspiration in this issue and in all the ways we share our art.
Sincerely,
Lisa Egeli, President and Fellow, ASMA
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The American Society ofMarine
Artists is a non-profit organization
whose purpose is to recognize and
promote marine art and maritime
history. We seek to encourage
cooperation among artists,
historians, marine enthusiasts and
others engaged in activities relating
to marine art and maritime history.
Since its founding in 1978, the
Society has brought together some
ofAmerica’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine
art field.

18 TH N ATIONAL E XHIBITION
g
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BELOW: Michael Budden, ASMA, A Dra-

matic Ending, oil on canvas, 12 x 16

by The Editors
The American Society of Marine
Artists' 18th National Show opened on
March 6th at the Jamestown Settlement.
The museum of 17th-century colonial
Virginia,
Jamestown
Settlement
chronicles the history of America’s first
permanent English colony, founded in
Virginia in 1607, from its beginnings in
the Old World through the first century

of its existence, and explores the
Powhatan Indian, English and west
central African cultures that converged
there.
Society president, Lisa Egeli and
museum director Peter J. Armstrong
christened the Exhibition's opening at a
lovely catered reception in the Robert V.
Hatcher rotunda of the museum
building. Assembled guests and artists
then ascended to the galleries on the
second floor to see the works on display.

The exhibition is expertly hung in a
stunning set of rooms custom designed
by Michael Grenz of the Jamestown
Foundation. Entering the Exhibition,
one is transported to the water's edge by a
darkened room featuring a muted vista of
the James River outside, the landing place
of the original settlers, accompanied by
the sound of water and seagulls. The
gallery beyond is dark, the assembled
works glittering like diamonds on gray
velvet. The show continues into larger
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spaces, with works highlighted
against the recurring dark value
scheme, allowing the sculpture and
paintings to shine, each in their own
particular light.
More than a hundred works are
displayed, loosely grouped into
themes including seascapes, marine
fauna, racing yachts, working boats,
the Age of Sail, and beaches and
dunes, before one encounters video
screens, one describing the Society,
one an endless loop of the stays of a
schooner sailing on deep water. The
conception and execution of the
Exhibition by the Jamestown
Settlement team is flawless, and we
entreat all readers ofthis magazine to
make the journey to the
Williamsburg area to see it before it
moves to its next location, The
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum,
6

LEFT ABOVE:

Brad Betts, ASMA, Return of

LEFT BELOW:

Jerry F. Smith, ASMA,

the Fleet, oil, 9 x 12
Eastham Marshes,
ABOVE:

oil, 18 x 24

Pamela Ingwers, A Rainy Day in

Hoi An, Vietnam,

oil, 12 x 16

RIGHT: Alana Knuff, ASMA, Barche a

Remi - Isola di Capri,

oil, 16 x 20

in May ofthis year.
Works in the Exhibition include
paintings, prints, sculpture, and
scrimshaw. As Lisa Egeli wrote, "the
founders of the American Society of
Marine Artists were mostly painters of
tall ships and other vessels that ply the
high seas. While maritime history is still
at the core of our mission, today's
members also capture life under the sea,
along the shorelines, and even in ponds,
streams and boathouses. The work
containted in this exhibition truly does
7

represent the finest in contemporary
marine art.
Putting together an Exhibition of this
size and scope is a massive task, and the
Society would like to thank all those at
the Jamestown Settlement who helped
make it happen and are sharing it with
the world, including Peter Armstrong
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and Michael Grenz mentioned above,
Executive Director Christy S. Coleman,
Jane Hohensee, Curatorial Registrar,
Tracy Jenkins, Director of Curatorial
Services Luke Pecoraro, Katherine
Gruber, Bly Straube, Kim Scholpp and
many others. The Society would also like
to thank its participating artists as well as
the volunteers who coordinated with the
museums and press outlets, including
Lisa Egeli, Ann Brodie Hill, Kim Shaklee,
and Patrick O'Brien, who compiled and
laid out the Exhibition Catalog.

Mary Pettis, ASMA, Largo with
Expression (St. Croix River in Winter) ,
ABOVE:

oil, 28 x 48
LEFT BELOW:

Renee Bemis, Live Free,

bronze, 30 x 14 x 11
BELOW:

Steven Lush, ASMA, An Early

Dispatch,

watercolor, 15 x 22

OPPOSITE TOP LEFT:

John Tayson, Schooner

OPPOSITE TOP RIGHT:

Holly Bird, Kathleen,

Rounding a Breakwater,

oil, 16 x 12

etching, 15 x 17
OPPOSITE BELOW: Joseph Jackson III ,
Close Encounter, oil, 30 x 36
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by Nick Fox
The Society wrapped up its 3rd
National Marine Arts Conference in
Williamsburg, Virginia on March 8th,
2020. The conference drew together
some of the best and brightest of
American Marine art today, and included
presentations by Christopher Blossom
F/ASMA, Bill Davis F/ASMA, Bill
Farnsworth F/ASMA, Michael B. Karas
F/ASMA, Patrick O'Brien ASMA, Mark
Shasha ASMA, Nancy Tankersley
ASMA, and Len Tantillo F/ASMA.
These artists and attendees understand
that the Society's purpose is not only to
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promote American Marine art, but also
to be a place where artists can learn, grow
and share.
The conference kicked off with a
happy hour and casual pizza dinner on
Wednesday night in the Williamsburg
Community Building, where President
Lisa Egeli welcomed everyone.
With scheduled presenter Morgan
Samuel Price unable to attend, Fellow Bill
Farnsworth stepped forward to give an
excellent demo of how he creates his
unique sense of space and unity in his
works. Immediately following Bill's

presentation, Nancy Tankersley gave a
thrilling introduction to the tools and
scrapers she uses to create the unique
texture and style of her paintings, while
discussing how she deconstructs what
presents itselfin the field on the canvas to
bring it closer to her perceived reality,
rather than a literal translation. In the
afternoon, Michael B. Karas presented
his approach to seascape construction
and execution. Making sure the standing
room only crowd understood that what
they were seeing was an extreme temporal
compression of his sometimes months-

long process for a single work, he showed
how he delineates his horizon, breaks it,
and creates volume and depth in a work's
solid elements. The last presentation of
the day was by attorney Barbara
Pederson, who laid out basic legal steps
every artist needs to take to protect and
ensure their legacy. Thursday ended with
a delicious barbecue and a rollicking
maritime and marine art trivia game.
On Friday morning, Nick Fox gave a
talk about technology for artists in the
Stryker Building, across from the
Community Center, which was
immediately followed by a great preview
presentation by board member and
Fellow, Russ Kramer, ofthe works shortly
to be seen at the opening of the 18th
National. Len Tantillo and Anne Brodie
Hill made a tribute to Robert Semler,
former president of ASMA and editor of
this magazine. Bob was a giant who
steered ASMA through difficult times
with good grace and kindness. The
Society deeply mourns Bob's loss (see In
Nancy Tankersley, ASMA deconstructs
reality and shares the tools she uses.
TOP LEFT: Bill Farnsworth, F/ASMA
TOP RIGHT: William R. Davis , F/ASMA
CENTER RIGHT: Russ Kramer, F/ASMA gives
a preview of the 18th National Exhibition
BELOW RIGHT: Christopher Blossom,
F/ASMA discusses works in progress
LEFT:
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Memoriam on p. 32). Before lunch, Len
Tantillo and Christopher Blossom
described how their artistic processes
have evolved over the years, using images
not only of works, but also of their
workspaces,
sketchbooks
and
inspirations. Fellow William R. Davis
then gave a demo on how he approaches
creating light atmosphere in his works. At
the end of the demo, he donated the
completed work to the Society. The work
sold for an undisclosed amount later in
the day. The Society is tremendously
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grateful for his contribution. Mark
Shasha, ASMA, showed how he
assembles the light and textures ofnature
in his paintings. The dapper artist
painted, as is his custom, in a tuxedo,
explaining that painting is a special
activity and deserves special dress. While
many plein air artists may not take this
admonition, they could certainly learn a
lot about their craft from Mark. Michael
Harding, whose paints are world-famous,
gave an excellent talk about his career and
how his paints are made. It is the first

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Mark Shasha, ASMA
Lisa Egeli opens the 18th National
Russ Kramer and Peter J. Armstrong
Burchenal Green, President of NMHS receives our Lifetime Achievement Award
The Egelis, Tantillos and Blossoms
Thursday night barbecue and trivia
Patrick O'Brien presents Painting History
Leonard Mizerek at the paint-out

time many of us have actually touched
ground lapis lazuli, the semi precious
stone used as blue pigment until the
development of chemical ultramarine in
the 18th century.
The next event was the gala opening of
the 18th National Exhibition of the
American Society of Marine Artists. Lisa
Egeli and Peter Armstrong, Senior
Director of Museum Operations of the
Jamestown Settlement Foundation,
kicked off the exhibition, inviting
everyone attending to proceed up the
winding staircases to the beautifully

designed and layed out galleries above.
Saturday saw the society's Annual
General Meeting and Patrick O'Brien's
informative presentation on the
meticulous research and documentation
he goes through to create each historical
work. Mr. O'Brien was also presented
with the Society's Outstanding Service
Award to recognize his contributions not
only to the conference, but also his
volunteer work designing the 18th
National Exhbition Catalog. Sarah Cash,
Associate Curator of American and
British Paintings at the National Gallery
of Art gave a scintillating talk dedicated
to the marine art ofJohn Singer Sargent.
The conference culminated in the
Captain's dinner, where Burchenal
Green, President of the National
Maritime Historical Society, received the
Society's Lifetime Achievement Award.
Also at the dinner, works donated by the
Fellows were awarded to lucky raffle
winners.
In challenging times, it is vital that we,
as a Society, redouble our commitment to
each other. The National Marine Arts
Conferences are not just parties. When
we meet, face to face, it allows us to be our
best selves, learning things we didn't
know before, growing as artists and
knowing we're not alone, and sharing
what we know so others may benefit. The
American Society of Marine Artists:
Learn! Grow! Share!
13
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VITA: C HARLES RASKOB ROBINSON
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by Nick Fox
Tenui Nec Dimittam - “I have taken
hold and will not let go.”
St. Francis de Sales

The motto of Charles Raskob
Robinson’s high school, “Tenui Nec
Dimittam,” perfectly captures his
relationship with the American Society of
Marine Artists. It began before the
Society was formed when he attended
historic ship preservation events tied to
the 1976 Bicentennial like OpSail and
got to know Peter and Norma Stanford,
founders of the already extant South
Street Seaport. Having become familiar
with John Stobart, Bill Muller, Charlie
Lundgren, Oswald Brett and others,
Charlie was at the first full meeting ofthe
fledgling Society back in 1978 which was
held in Connecticut in the basement
studio of its first President, Charles
Lundgren. For hours in that smoke-filled,
windowless room many lofty ideas were
floated by the gathered artists. Then
Charlie Robinson, who had been silent
throughout, raised his hand after yet
another particularly ambitious goal was
declared and asked, “Gentlemen, how are
you going to pay for all this?”
Lundgren flipped the pipe from one

side of his mouth to the other, then
removed it slowly and said, “I think we’ve
found our treasurer.”
With those words, Charlie Robinson
became guardian and shepherd of a
Society ofunruly and impassioned artists
while quietly pursuing his own successful
art career over the ensuing forty-two
years. The Society has recognized his
service with the Iron Man Award and
other honors.
Charlie was born to Charles Apel and

Josephine Raskob Robinson on October
17, 1940 in Wilmington, Delaware.
Growing up on a farm in nearby
Avondale, Pennsylvania, he spent
summers working on the farm and sailing
at his maternal grandfather’s summer
home on the Eastern Shore of the
Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. There he
learned to sail with his uncle who was a
world champion of the Comet class and
his aunt, the youngest world champion of
the Star class.
He attended the Salesianum School in
Wilmington, a diverse, inner-city
Catholic school for boys run by the
Oblates of St. Francis de Sales and the
first racially integrated school in a state
where such was then illegal. While the
school’s motto is discussed above, its
alumni magazine is titled “Distinguished
Gentleman,” referring to its graduates.
This title also seems to fit Charlie
perfectly. On being polled, every one of
the Fellows I asked included “gentleman”
and “distinguished” in their adjectives
describing Charlie.
While telling me ofone summer in his
youth, to which I’ll return later, Charlie
had headed up the Amazon River solo.
But finding it less than exciting, he was
told to travel up the Madeira, a tributary
river that ran up into Bolivian rubber
country – one that nearly killed Teddy
Roosevelt as told in his book The River of
Doubt: Theodore Roosevelt’s Darkest
Journey. He mentioned that he rode a
rackety, wooden 19th century train car
used to go around the numerous
waterfalls that was attacked by
indigenous people with blow darts. The
fellow sitting next to Charlie was “done
in” by them. Without pausing, he went
Allpaintings by Charles Raskob Robinson
OPPOSITE: Ice Watch, oil, 24 x 22
ABOVE: Robinson in Beirut, 1973

LEFT: Autumn Airs on the Housatonic,

24 x 36

oil,
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on to dryly tell me of the rubber
plantations that had given rise to the train
route in the first place.
I had to stop him. “When you say,
“done in,” do you mean he died?”
“Yes.” Charlie said, rather flatly.
“And were you, at the age ofseventeen,
accustomed to having people die next to
you?”
“No. It was… memorable.”
This was neither the first nor the last
time during our afternoon together that I
had to completely revise my
preconceptions of the “distinguished
gentleman” before me. But to try to
decipher this radically modest and private
Allpaintings by Charles Raskob Robinson
LEFT: Hikers, oil, 28 x 30
BELOW: August Dawn, oil, 30 x 44
OPPOSITE ABOVE: A Race in August, oil,

23 x 23

OPPOSITE BELOW: Becalmed Beyond the

Buoy, oil, 26 x 36
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man, one must have some idea of
where he came from.
Charlie is directly descended
from John Robinson who, at the
age of nineteen boldly left the
inland village of Mepershall in
Beford, England, found his way to
the coast and boarded a ship
bound for Virginia where he
arrived in 1635 but soon moved to
Newbury in the Bay Colony of
Massachussets. In 1640 he and a
dozen others established what is
now known as Haverhill,
Massachussets. We pick up that
journey centuries later with
Charles Webster Robinson, our
Charlie’s grandfather. Born in the
era of clipperships and witnessing
Lincoln’s funeral train at the age of
seven he had a long and very
colorful life. After graduating from
Hobart College in 1884 he earned
post graduate degrees from John
Hopkins University and the
University of Chicago, was an
inventor,
a
showman
(orchestrating more than a dozen
traveling companies of his “Ideal
Entertainers” company that
brought to every state not only
traditional performances but early
versions of motion pictures
thereby probably introducing the
new media to more Americans
than anyone had.) This interest in
film led him to Menlo Park, NJ
where he worked with John
Powrie, Miss Warner and Thomas
Edison to develop color film. He
traveled widely setting up county,
state and World Fairs from coast to
coast in this capacity attended the
Exposition Universelle (World’s
Fair) of1889 in Paris for which the
Eiffel Tower was built. He was also
an industrialist, establishing the
Farmer’s Handy Wagon Company,
which supplied patented wagons
to the U.S. military in Cuba
during its war with Spain. Later, he
became a successful newspaper
owner in New York. Then World
War I broke out and, being a fine
horseman with a great deal of
17

management experience, he wanted to
join the fight. But nearing sixty, he was
denied enlistment. So he organized a
group of fellow, aging patriots to lobby
Congress and get themselves made
quartermasters in the newly formed
Quartermasters Corps. Charles Webster
Robinson was made a captain and served
on the staff of General Leonard Wood,
who commanded the Rough Riders with
Teddy Roosevelt as second in command
during the Spanish American war. The
Captain quartermastered Camp Funston
in Kansas, one of the largest Army bases
in the U.S. during the war. Charles W.
Robinson wanted his son, Charles Apel,
to experience the same kind of life and
sent him West.
Charlie’s other grandfather was John
Jakob Raskob, who, gifted in finance and
numbers and working directly with
Pierre Samuel DuPont and two DuPont
cousins created the largest leveraged buyout in the nation’s history with virtually
no borrowed funds to take control and
transform the rudderless, century-old,
18

family-owned munitions company into
an industrial powerhouse. After the Great
War Raskob, then the treasurer of the
company, convinced management to
take some of its enormous war earnings
and invest in a new technology, automobiles, and took controling interest ofa
little company called General Motors. He
became the financial head of GM and to
vastly expand sales created the nation’s
first consumer credit system, the General
Motors Acceptance Corporation, the
forerunner of the modern credit card
while Alfred Sloan brilliantly headed up
manufacturing at GM. Based in New
York City, not Detroit, Raskob became
friends with the four-time Governor of
New York, Alfred E. Smith and backed
him as the first Catholic Presidential
candidate in 1928 and became the head
of the Democratic National Convention
which he totally transformed. But the
campaign failed and Raskob felt he
needed to create a job for his unemployed
friend. So he decided to build the tallest
building in the world, the Empire State

Building, and asked Governor Smith to
become president ofthe company.
Charlie’s father, Charles Apel born in
1905, grew up in Claymont, Delaware,
north of Wilmington - the same area
where John Jakob Raskob was raising his
large family so he knew them well. When
he was ten years old he and one of the
Raskob boys decided to celebrate the
birth ofhis friend’s new sibling by setting
off a signal cannon under the window of
the newly delivered baby once they heard
its cry. After all, it was the Fourth ofJuly!
Little did they know Charles Apel would
later marry that baby, the lovely
Josephine Juanita Raskob, Charlie’s
mother. Charles A. Robinson worked as a
field and ranch hand all over the Midwest
and West during summers while
attending Haverford College outside
Philadelphia and, upon graduation in
1928, moved to New York City to
become a banker. Returning to his roots
he married Josephine, moved to the farm
in Avondale, raised a family and became a
pillar of the Wilmington community,

Allpaintings by Charles Raskob Robinson
LEFT: OfFortune and Dreams -The Bull
and the Bear offEllis Islands, oil, 18 x

26

RIGHT: Charlie Robinson at 16,

Center, with upside down pipe, a
riverman's trick for keeping a pipe
lit in rough weather.
eventually becoming the Chairman ofthe
Delaware Trust Company. In the 1950s,
when winter holidays came around,
Charlie’s father got into the habit of
asking his teenage son, the first of
fourteen children (seven of whom were
adopted), what he was going to do that
coming summer.
Charlie would come up with
adventures he thought worthwhile. Ifhis
father didn’t think they were adventurous
enough, he’d wait a few days and ask
again. Once his son hit on something
exciting, his father would declare the
adventure to friends and family, thereby
committing Charlie to the adventure,
come what may. At fourteen, Charlie
suggested he go West with friends in a
Jeep. Two of the boys that year were old
enough to have licenses, so they drove
West and worked their way up into
Canada. At fifteen, Charlie decided again
to work his way up the AL CAN highway
to the Alaska Territory again in a Jeep,
sleeping in jails--a safe and free alternative
to sleeping outside in bear country. When
he was sixteen, his plan was to “row down
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to
Guyaquil, Ecuador.”
Charlie is in the process ofcommitting
his epic adolescent adventure to print
format, so I will not disclose too much of
the journey, save to mention that in an
age devoid of the Internet and easy
information exchange, the three voyagers
departed in a Nova Scotia-built Grand
Banks Dory (there was plenty of blue
water rowing in the Gulf and from the
Panama Canal to Equador in the Pacific
so a seaworthy craft was needed) with just
an Esso road map of the Eastern United
States to guide them. Needless to say, the
map did not include any information on
the multiple navigation hazards along the
Ohio and Mississippi rivers not to

mention the blue waters of the Gulf and
Pacific. Unaware there were locks and
dams on the Ohio, they nearly went over
the first dam in the dead ofnight but for
diligent lockmen who spotted them just
in time. Undeterred by such near misses,
having no inkling of the dangers they
would experience and no concept ofhow
far it was to Equador, the boys
nevertheless rowed the 2,000 miles and
reached the Gulf of Mexico. They
returned North via the Appalachian Trail
before the end of the summer. Charlie’s
shipmates went off to college but he,
although graduating with honors from
Salesianum, was viewed as too young for
college so went north to Canterbury
School in New Milford, Connecticut for
a post-graduate year. “Coming from the
‘tropics of Delaware,’ I found the long,
dark, cold winters of Connecticut
particularly grim and vowed never to live
there. Of course, as fate would have it,
that is where I have been for the last fifty
years, living in a farmhouse built circa
1750 - before the French and Indian Wars
and a generation before the
Revolutionary War – and the former
home and studio of the colorful
Connecticut and New Mexico artist and
author, Eric Sloane (1905-1985).
Eighteenth Century deeds identify the
property as “Brush Hill.”
Upon finishing Canterbury, Charlie
proposed a solo adventure 4,500 miles up
the Amazon. He worked diligently,
preparing for his trip by learning Spanish,
only to discover upon his arrival at the

mouth of the Amazon in Belem, Brazil
that the language was actually
Portuguese. As his father drove him to the
airport in Philadelphia, he gave Charlie
an article from the Herald Tribune about
a crashed airliner that had been found in
the river, with the passengers still belted
into their seats, their skeletons picked
clean by piranha. Then his father handed
him a dog tag and told him he had taken
out a life insurance policy with his
siblings as beneficiaries. “This’ll help
identify you.” Laughing, Charlie assured
me his father had indeed taken out the
insurance policy. He worked his way up
the river, took the aforementioned Train
of Death up the Madeira River into the
Andes to LaPaz and Lake Titicaca, and
then headed south by truck through the
Andes to Buenos Aires.
From there he made his way halfway
down the Argentine coast to Rio
Gallegos, a sleepy town with a huge army
base where he’d been scheduled to join a
Argentine Navy destroyer through the
Straits of Magellan but it was diverted
because of tensions with Chile. He
happened to arrive in Rio Gallegos on
July 9th, Argentina’s independence day,
and the celebrations included a large
parade and flyover by a bunch of active
military, pre-World War II planes.
Wanting to capture these antiques on
film, he crouched with his camera to get a
good shot. He soon felt the heavy hands
of security personnel on his shoulders,
taking away his camera and, as he soon
realized, dragging him off to jail for
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espionage. It only took him a couple of
days to prove that he was an American,
not Chilean, and that he was not a spy.
He got on the next plane to Punta Arenas,
a town on the Straits in Chile.
It bears mentioning that Charlie had
prepared for his summer trip with the
appropriate garb: three pairs of khakis,
some shorts, and a light jacket. But of
course, July is mid-winter in Patagonia,
and Charlie was wearing all three pairs of
khakis with newspaper stuffed between
the legs to keep himself from freezing to
death. It took three days to get out of
Punta Arenas because ofsnow. Waiting in
the small shed with a Franklin stove that
served as the town’s airport, Charlie
encountered an enigmatic European
gentleman with a Swiss accent dressed in
a full business suit. The man asked
Charlie what the hell he was doing in
Punta Arenas, and Charlie told him. The
man’s reply was music to Charlie’s ears:
“If you want excitement, go back to the
upper Amazon and ask for ‘Mike the
American.’” The plane out of Punta
Arenas was a DC-3 on skis. Known as the
“Dakota” or “Goony Bird,” the twinengine plane dates back to the 1930s,
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served prominently in WWII and in the
airline industry for eighty years. But it
had no cabin compression or heat so it
was a cold rough flight north for Charlie.
He continued to the upper Amazon,
eventually ending up in Iquitos, a frontier
river town in Peru a few thousand miles
up the Amazon. There he met some
snake hunters from Louisiana and began
working with them and their network of
natives to capture snakes for U.S. export
to zoos or for venom. Charlie learned that
“Mike the American” was a powerful
figure holed up in the Colombian
military outpost town of Leticia several
hundred miles downriver. Work
continued with the snake hunters until he
was able to hitch a ride down river to
Leticia with some smugglers who worked
a route on the Amazon from Equador to
Peru to Columbia and on to Brazil all in a
1930s PBY, a high-wing, twin-engine
seaplane known as a “Catalina” that was
one of the most important seaplanes of
WWII. Upon hearing his plea for
excitement, Mike sent Charlie across the
river into the Brazilian jungle with a local
hunter named Bluebeard to hunt the
black caiman. Although unable to

converse with Bluebeard, Charlie earned
his trust and respect by being able to walk
on his hands, something the hunter
hadn’t seen before, and soon the two of
them, with Bluebeard’s son, were
hunting. Charlie spent nights in a dugout
canoe in the pitch dark surrounded by a
deafening caconfany of Amazon jungle
sounds with just three inches offreeboard
between him and fifteen foot long
crocodiles about to get harpooned.
Successfully avoiding being knocked out
of the boat by the thrashing, powerful
muscular tail of the caiman, Charlie’s
next job was to beach the canoe and drag
the caiman out ofthe water.
And then he shot them in the head
with a revolver.
While this is not the end of Charlie’s
extraordinary adventures, we must
observe a caesura during which he was
educated and started a family. He
attended Haverford College in
Allpaintings by Charles Raskob Robinson
BELOW: Sunlit Surf, oil, 28 x 45
OPPOSITE ABOVE: A Morning Star I - Hangzhou, China, oil, 24 x 40

Pennsylvania. One of his professors,
Louis C. Green, an astronomer and
celebrated mathematician, impressed
Charlie with his humility, echoing the
school’s selfless philosophy. “Look
up—big place, little place down here—so
we can’t be that important.” Charlie met
his wife, Barbara Paul from New York in
a Bryn Mawr geology class – one ofmany
classes the two single-sex colleges shared.
Charlie had done well in sciences at
Haverford and “thought the class would
be mindless, because all the women were
knitting. (Barbara, then a seventeen year old sophmore, was not knitting, and got a
98 with a comment on her final exam
from the professor, ‘Barbara, you’re a
jewel.’) I barely passed.” They both
graduated in 1962; he went off to earn a
MA at the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies in
Washington, D.C., and she, to Yale Law
School. They married the day after she
graduated from Yale in Saint Patrick’s
Cathedral in New York officiated by the
late Cardinal Spellman. Barbara went on
to become the first woman partner in her
large international law firm in New York

City, Debevoise and Plimpton and the
first woman President of the Bar
Association ofthe City ofNew York, one
of the most highly respected bars in the
nation. She became a successful author
with two books on horticulture and a
third in the making. They have two boys,
both Haverford College products, who
each have a son and daughter.
Some of Charlie’s other summer
activities while in college included
earning a pilot’s license, more adventure
travels in the Western Pacific and
something that would pay dividends later
on: working as a hard rock miner
underground and in the mill of Siscoe
Mines, which was then Canada’s oldest
continually operating silver mine located
in northern Ontario, not far from the
desolate Hudson’s Bay. He earned 92
cents an hour (Canadian dollars)
underground and 72 cents on the surface
and lived in bunkhouses with “displaced
persons,” as the Canadians called them,
from Eastern Europe who spoke virtually
no English but used every swear word in
the book as warm greetings when they
met to decend in the mine elevator. The

setting and the timber-supported tunnels
below were right out of the Nineteenth
Century. Charlie built up a physique and
toward the end of his time there decided
to try for the mine record for “mucking”
more than ten tons into the oar cars in an
eight hour shift. (Mucking involved
shoveling out rock fragments at the face
of the tunnel after it had been diamonddrilled and blown with explosives). He
was proud ofthe success (earning an extra
50 cents for each ofthe ten tons) until he
realized his fellow miners then ostrasized
him as a “company man,” not a laboring
miner like them.
While Charlie was in the Capitol
getting his Masters degree, the owner of
the Siscoe mine, Mike Lynch a colorful
Irishman and friend ofthe family, visited
members of Congress to lobby for a
change in the American coinage (then all
silver but for the penny and nickel) since
the Treasury was holding the price of
silver down below the “melting price” of
the existing coinage by selling hoards of
silver accummulated during the
Ninetheenth Century. Being eIdery and
battling with Leukemia, Charlie escorted
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him around. It all came to naught but
Charlie began to research the matter and
became an “independent expert” on the
silver question, representing neither the
producers nor the consumers of the
metal. This led to a book, A Nation
without Coins that foretold of the need
to replace the nation’s coinage that was
published six months before the
Treasury’s “Secret Study” reached the
same conclusion. The book received
front page coverage in the national press
and led to Charlie testifying at the age of
twenty-five before Congress and, in the
end, working with the Treasury to draft
the legislation that would eventually
change the coinage to what we have today
– the first such major change since
Alexander Hamilton was the Secretary of
the Treasury. His renown after the
publication of the book and subsequent
work with the government made
obtaining his Ph.D a secondary concern
so he left for Wall Street to join Bankers
Trust, then one ofthe nation’s ten largest
banks. It put him to work developing the
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bank’s international network ofbranches
and subsidiaries to expand the bank’s
global reach.
However, the bank offerd more: selfimprovement and enrichment classes
meant for its secretaries and clerks.
Noticing that one ofthe classes was called
“Learn to Paint,” and despite being the
only male and officer, Charlie attended
the evening class in the company’s
cafeteria. Having no art in his
background, he thinks the reason he
signed up might have been the
subconscious hankering for the horizons
he knew on the farm and while sailing but
lost in the towering city. Paintings had
horizons. Three years in the cafeteria gave
him confidence to enroll at the Art
Students League of New York where he
studied at night for five years. There one
ofhis art instructors told him he was not
going to accomplish much by just
coming one night a week. “Ifyou’re going
to do this stuff, you gotta do it.” “So for
years I got up at 5:00 AM, painted for two
and a halfhours, and then went to work,

resulting in ten hours of easel time per
week. You had something to show for it.”
And indeed, he did. Malcolm Forbes
bought one of his large works for the
fantail salon ofhis yacht, The Highlander
V. The painting, among other Robinson
works, remains in the Forbes collection.
The late Thomas J. Watson, Jr., head of
IBM, was another ofhis collectors.
As Charlie worked the Mideast,
including Iran, he observed how the Shah
was forcing 20th Century culture and
mores down the throats of a 13th
Century society. He knew it wasn’t going
to end well and anticipated an explosion
of activity in the world’s energy sector so
asked to be transferred to the then
relatively sleepy Energy Division of the
bank. Thus he was there in time for the
wild times ofthe “Oil Wars” when big oil
companies around the globe spent
billions to takeover rivals and/or defend
against hostile takeovers. The big banks,
especially those like the leading money
market Bankers Trust with the capacity
raise and follow the sun with huge sums

around the globe, were in the thick of it.
Over time however, things calmed down.
All the while, Charlie continued to paint
diligently and, after nearly twenty years
on “The Street,” met with the bank’s
President and Chairman of the Board
and, in a quaint gentlemanly ceremony,
resigned to pursue it full time. They were
stunned to learn the Bank was
responsible for his new career, unaware
the cafeteria program existed!
Charlie’s art has also led him to
invention and innovation. In 1997 the
artist sailed a yawl across the Atlantic in
order to do studies at sea. These have
resulted in a number of works in a series
entitled “The Crossing.” To execute these
on a rolling deck, Charlie invented a
“thigh easel” that allowed him to keep his
paints, brushes and easel within easy
reach. In 2010 he completed a series of
thirty-five paintings for a successful
exhibition to commemorate the 35th
anniversary of an organization whose
mission is to keep the waters of one of
Connecticut’s largest lakes clear and
clean. Each of these plein air works,
identical size and format, depict the same
scene of Lake Waramaug but at different
times of the day and year and, to do this
in the winter months, he built a portable
sketching capsule fully equipped with
paint materials, heat, food and a stove. In
2011 he drew again on his experience
crossing the Atlantic and painted Sunrise
at Sea: A Symphony in Four Movements.

This “en plein ear” quad-tych was
inspired by the four movements of
Dvorak’s Symphony Number Nine in E
Minor, From the New World. It is sort of
Modest Mussorgsky’s Pictures in an
Exhibition in reverse. The work, with
headphones and sound track, toured
eight museums across the United States
in the ASMA 15th National Exhibition.
But always, Charlie put the American
Society of Marine Artists near the top of
his agenda ofthings to do. Since agreeing
to serve as the first treasurer, Charlie has
stood by the Society, representing it with
distinction to benefactors, museums,
fellow non-profits, the Smithsonian, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the
Library of Congress. And while he is
responsible for the creation of the
successful Anchor to Windward
Campaign to build a solid capital base for
the Society to allow it to weather rough
weather and build for the future (with a
goal ofreaching $250,000 by the middle
ofthis decade), he is the first to recognize
that it was all possible by the initial
generousity of the former Treasurer and
Managing Director Peter Maytham who
totally volunteered his services in what
had been a paid position and absorbed all
of his operating expenses thereby
building the beginning of a capital base
for the Society and has been successful
because ofthe hard work and generousity
ofthe Society’s members.
But Charlie’s services are not

proscribed by fiscal matters. His
development of the War of 1812 video
dicumentary and resulting book, e-book
and Audio book engaged sixty museums
and historical societes in France, the
United Kingdom, Canada and the U.S.
and was done in collaboration with the
United States Navy, Marine Corps and
Coast Guard. Other ASMA members
were key: Mimi Merton who organized
and managed hundreds of images, Del
Bourree Bach who was the professional
narrator in the video and Audio book and
Mike Killelea who created the graphics
and maps and who created a traveling
exhibition hosted by five venues in
theaters where the war occurred.
Proceeds from continuing sale of the
books all go to build the capital base of
the Society. This year he concluded
twenty-five years ofwriting “Notes From
Brush Hill,” a column in the ASMA
News & Journal that presented more
than a hundred detailed and scholarly
profiles of members of the Society and
their art and techniques. This was not just
for the amusement and education of the
Society’s members, but each issue is
registered with the Library ofCongress to
provide a detailed portrait of
contemporary marine artists for
posterity. His contributions not just to
the Society, but to American art history
and historians cannot be tallied here, as
their full measure cannot be taken until
we have all passed from the scene and
they are put to use by those not yet born.
Charlie continues to shape the
Society’s image and future, spearheading
such programs as the International
Online Exhibition which will engage our
sister marine art societies around the
world, and is helping guide the Society’s
Archive Program to preserve key
documents ofthe Society’s past as well as
important digital images from the
Society’s artists for future scholarly use.
Like St. Francis de Sales, Charlie has
taken hold and will not let go.
Allpaintings by Charles Raskob Robinson
BELOW: Sunlit Surf, oil, 28 x 45
OPPOSITE ABOVE: A Morning Star I - Hangzhou, China, oil, 24 x 40
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P AINTING THE N AVY
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by Wilma Parker
I proudly paint for the U.S. Navy,
the US Coast Guard, and the Royal
Household Cavalry in the UK. I am
first and foremost a Modernist. My
paintings of the sea and sea services
include a large allegorical work
“Homecoming, NAS Alameda”
commissioned by the Navy to
commemorate the base closure. The
painting now hangs at NAS LeMoore.
Other works include a commission to
paint the “Launch ofthe Springfield,”
the Los Angeles Class submarine.
Other Navy pieces have been
exhibited in the Submarine Force
Museum in Groton, the Lyman Allyn
Art Museum in New London, the
National Museum of Naval Aviation
in Pensacola, the Capitol Rotunda
and in the Smithsonian National Air
and Space Museum’s Looking at
Earth.
Fred Turner, Associate Professor,
Department of Communication and
by courtesy, Art and Art History,
Stanford University has said, “Wilma
Parker might seem an unlikely
chronicler of military beauty. She is a
San Francisco Flower Child who
came to the city and stayed. She loves
California light, the panels of color
that reflect off the ocean, the bluegrays of the sky. And she paints them
in an idiom that owes more to the
collages ofRobert Rauschenberg than
it does to the tradition of naval

Allpaintings byWilma Parker
ABOVE: Wilma aboard the USS Hornet
RIGHT: Amazing Grace, oil, 44 x 64
OPPOSITE ABOVE: Flags Fleet Week, oil, 28 x 50
OPPOSITE CENTER: Wilma at dedication of allegorical work Homecoming honoring MIAs
OPPOSITE BELOW: November Echo, oil, 42 x 77
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realism.
"Yet, Parker’s bohemian affections
are precisely what makes her paintings
so powerful. For many years the
phrase “painting the navy” has meant
painting ships: clearly, brightly, on a
stage of rough seas and high winds,
hard at work. For Parker though,
painting the navy means much more
than the dynamic energy of its
machines. It means painting the men

and women who work on the ships,
the children and families of the
sailors, and above all, the forces of
nature with which they contend.
"The foremost of these forces is
time itself. In Parker’s paintings,
fighter jets explode off carrier decks
and ships slip gracefully into their
home ports—and yet they seem also
to fade back into the surface as if
receding into the past. Parker’s images

are as delicate as nineteenth
century snapshots and the
men and women in them, as
lovingly witnessed.
And this is perhaps the
governing irony of Parker’s
work. She brings the high
individualism of the
counterculture in which she
came of age to one of the
country’s most complex
collective projects: the Navy.
In the process, she reveals
not only its mechanical
power, but its human
beauty.”
Fred realized what I was
doing better than I did. Is
this not what Art is really
about? Homecoming NAS
was a seminal work for me.
I’ve come to realize one does
not get to choose what kind
of painter one becomes.
That is already mapped in
the genes, but that the seed
should fall on fertile soil is a
one in a million chance. I
knew
immediately
everything I had was going
to come into play, love of
history, my ability to draw
and to find a certain scene. I
found what I was trained and
suited to do—paint in the
allegorical style. In the
hierarchy of the French
Academy,
this
was
considered the apex ofstyles.
It depends on the ability to
anthropomorphize, and as
any aviator or navigator
knows, these ships and
planes are truly alive.
The navy provided me the
Stage and was first to
recognize the importance of
what I wanted to make for
them. I found myself fully
engaged, committed, with
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enthusiasm and intent. It takes people
of commitment and vision to bring
about such a project. In this case it was
Captain Jim Dodge, whose years of
experience as a fighter pilot and group
commander gave him an artist’s eye.
His enthusiasm saw me through the
project. His XO Commander
Hileman spent time sharing the
history and possibilities of the NAS
Alameda. Petty Officer Andrew
Meyers put in his own time and
energy to ensuring a beautiful poster
was made of the painting. The whole
time I felt surrounded, supported,
protected and encouraged by a firstrate team, giving the whole project a
scope and range otherwise
impossible. That is why I paint for the
Navy. Also, it makes sense ofan earlier
connection—my painting teacher at
my beloved Alma Mater RISD , Mr.
Hamilton, was a fighter pilot! You
never know how these things will
influence you, just thankful they do.
I also have to give thanks for all the
support I've received from my
corporate collectors, Paine Webber in
San Francisco, IBM Headquarters,
ICP Corp in San Jose, John Gardner's
Tennis Ranch and many other private
collectors, including HRH Charles,
Prince of Wales, an ardent preservationist, who has a print ofmy painting
of the Least Tern. My works hang in
the Museum of the Rhode Island
School of Design, the Naval War
College, the National Aviation
Museum in Pensacola, with the US
Coast Guard in Washington, DC the
Museum of Gulf Coast, in Port
Arthur Texas and the Custom House
Maritime Museum in Newburyport
among other museums around the
country.
Allpaintings byWilma Parker
ABOVE: Freighter, oil, 44 x 64
CENTER: Wilma aboard the NAS Alameda
LEFT: Launch ofthe Springfield, oil, 40 x 50
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by Michelle Jung
Ifyou haven’t jumped into the social
media platform for your art marketing,
don’t wait…it’s easy and free. The
whole point in engaging in social media
is exposure of your work to a broader
audience. All you need is a phone that
takes pictures/video, and some time set
aside each week to post. Content and
consistency are the key to success.
Instagram is the easiest and the best
for artists because it is image based, and
you can share your post with one click
to other social media sites like Facebook
and Twitter. Start by downloading the
Instagram app on your smartphone and
follow the instructions to set up an
account. Keep your bio brief and
choose a head shot that is professional.

Now you’re ready to start posting. At
the beginning, keep it simple with
professional shots ofyour finished work
cropped so only the image is showing.
Type in the title, medium and size
followed by a brief description. Then
add hashtags. Use basic words that will
attract collectors, NOT artists. For
example: #art #fineart # marineart
#painting #artcollector #yourname.
You can Google ideas for popular
hashtags. (If you don’t use hashtags,
basically your content goes nowhere
until you build a following). Post a
couple of times a week, Weds-Sunday
are the best days for higher results.
Respond to comments and follow
people you admire or think may be a

potential collector. Engaging with your
followers and following others are very
important because it increases the
exposure of your site. But most
importantly, post consistency over a
long period of time is crucial for
success.
Once you get the hang of posting
photos of your work, it is time to
include photos of your working space
and artistic practice. This gives the
audience a peek into the artists world
and establishes that you are a real
person instead ofa computer-generated
site. Simple photos of your easel and
palette will do just fine to begin. Next,
include yourself in the pictures. Either
set up your camera with its self-timer,
or have a friend take posed painting in
action photos. Intermix the studio
photos with your professional artwork
posts.
One step further in potential
customer engagement is video. Video
postings are the most engaging for your
audience. Set your phone on a table or
have a friend help out. I use my plein air
tripod and a flex grip mobile phone
holder I found on Amazon. It is easy to
set up by myself and it captures the
action clearly. There are many cool
options to video including time-lapse,
filters and black and white. Practice and
review before posting. Note that when
you are filming sound is also picked up
in the room. Be sure to listen carefully
before posting.
That’s it! In no time you will
establish new online followers that will
strengthen your mailing list and gallery
representation.
LEFT:

The Artist in her Studio
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In addition to his work as a founder of
the American Tonalist Society, which is
planning its next exhibition in New
York, member Daniel Ambrose attended
his solo show to speak with attendees at
the Hughes Gallery in Boca Grande,
Florida in early January, he is preparing
for another solo exhibition at Cheryl
Newby Gallery on Pawleys Island, June
27 - July 25, he recently delivered nine
commissioned coastal bird paintings to a
collector in South Florida, and is
scheduled to teach an egg tempera
workshop in Port Clyde, Maine, July 25 August 1, 2020.
Serena Bates, ASMA, was featured in
Mastering the Art ofStorytelling by Gina
King in “Westerly Life Magazine” “In art
there lies a story with every piece. The
story of how the art came to be, its
creation by the artist, and the story of
what it means to the person who
purchases and appreciates the artwork.”
Ms. Bates’ sculpture "Miss
Independence" won the Margery Soroka
Memorial Award for Sculpture in the
Salmagundi Club’s Annual Black and
White Exhibition. It also won the
Charlotte Dunwiddle Memorial Award
for a traditional sculpture in the 123rd
Annual Catharine Lorillard Wolfe Open
Exhibition. And in a nice surprise, Bates’s
piece “Upward Dog” won honorable
mention in the 2020 Mystic Museum of
Art Elected Artist Show.
Member Henry Egan just finished
new oil on canvas, the 20”x 60”painting
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for New Canaan high school eight man
crew team. It shows them training on the
Norwalk river. It will be made into a
poster to support their cause! The
painting may be seen at the New Canaan
art gallery New Canaan Connecticut.
Mary Erickson, ASMA is once again
hosting artists at Nanatuck, a 7 bedroom
house on the water in Tenants Harbor,
Maine in July and August. Artists have a
great time, work hard (plein air painting)
all day, then enjoy sharing their art
experiences, paintings, wine and dinners
in the evenings.
Every room takes
one night to prepare
dinner for the group,
so you get to go out
and paint all day,
then come home to
dinner on the table
at 8:30. Very
reminiscent of the
long
ago

Impressionists lifestyle. Contact Mary if
you are interested in joining the
Nanatuck Group, and to learn about
costs, at maryericksonart@aol.com.
Member Belvin Evans, CPO USN
Ret., enjoys entering shows and enjoys
being juried into them even more-having
recently been juried into three museums
one veteran's event.
Member Peter Gough, a painter based
in Liverpool, N.S. has been pushing for
the creation ofa Canadian parliamentary
visual artist laureate for years but even
after the bill to create the title died in the
House of Commons in late 2018 he's
launched a renewed push to see it revived.
He's been doing so while undergoing
chemotherapy for an aggressive form of
cancer.
Member Sharon Guy’s painting of a
seagull, “Freedom” was juried into the
12th Biennial National Art Exhibition at
the Visual Arts Center in Punta Gorda,
Florida. See image.
Join member Susan Jositas at a workshop on Nantucket May 30-31st,
exploring the benefits of practicing a
meditative process before beginning a
painting, and discover how it can be
integrated with the technical process of
painting.
Learn
more
at:
www.susanjositas.com/workshops
Michelle Jung, ASMA, has accepted
an adjunct faculty position at the
American Academy of Landscape

Painting in Old Lyme, CT. teaching a 5day seascape course. The Director, Don
Demers, F/ASMA has put together a
comprehensive
curriculum
with
exceptional artists at the top of their
careers. Learn from the masters on the
beautiful campus of the Lyme Academy
of Fine Arts. For more details on course
and instructors go to lymeacademy.org.
Michael B. Karas, F/ASMA, is happy
to announce that his new website is now
online at michaelbkaras.com
Alana M. Knuff, ASMA’s painting
entitled "Miss Kathy" has been selected
for the National Oil and Acrylic Painting
Society Small Works Exhibition held at
the McBride Gallery in Annapolis MD
this March.
Diane Larson and Lisa Gleim,
ASMA, were elected a signature members
ofArtists for Conservation.
OPPOSITE TOP:

18 x 36

Donna’s painting "House on the Hill"
won 3rd place at the 12th annual
NorthRidge Art Gala.
Her painting “Heading Out” will be
exhibiting at the Booth Western Art
Museum as part ofthe American Women
Artists National Exhibition.
Donna was also named to the Board of
Directors for the Clark Hulings Fund
(CHF). CHF equips working artists with
critical entrepreneurial skills, business
tools, technology, and networks of peers
and experts.
Her painting “Chesapeake Commute”
will be showing at the National Oil and
Acrylic Painters' Society Best of America
(Small Works) Show, at the McBride
Gallery in Annapolis, Maryland.
Donna was selected for the Kingsbrae

Sharon Guy, Freedom , oil,

OPPOSITE CENTER:

oil, 18 x 24

Don Maitz, ASMA, was interviewed
by Erin Sparler for her podcast, The
Artist Appeals, Season 2, Episode1. In it,
Don discusses a disaster he experienced
concerning preliminary sketches
submitted for consideration of the
Captain Morgan Spiced Rum initial
release. You can find the podcast at:
www.theartistappeals.com/podcast.
Donna Lee Nyzio, ASMA, was
awarded "Best Figurative Painting" for
her oil painting Local Catch in the
October-November category for the
Plein Air Salon international Painting
Competition, sponsored by Streamline
Publishing and Plein Air Magazine.
"Local Catch" also won an Award of
Excellence in the 12th National Biennial
in Punta Gorda Florida.

Belvin Evnas, OffDuty,

OPPOSITE BELOW: Mary Erickson's crew at

lobster dinner in Nanatuck, ME.
ABOVE: Jeanne Rosier Smith, Illuminate,
pastel, 15 x 30
RIGHT: Donna Nyzio, Local Catch , oil, 12
x 24
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International Residence for the Arts &
Amphitheatre (KIRA) to support the
creativity of artists. They promote
excellence in the arts both here in Canada
as well as in the international scene, all
the while benefiting the local community
ofSt. Andrews, New Brunswicks.
Jeanne Rosier Smith was teaching a
workshop in Texas the weekend of the
NMAC and is sorry she missed everyone.
Her solo show “Waves” will be at The
Degas Gallery, 6 Julia Street New
Orleans, May 2-June 30.
Jerry Smith, ASMA, won the Bronze
Medal in the 2020 American Watercolor
Society Annual International Exhibition
for his painting "Blue Harbor." Also his
painting, "Thistle Ridge" received the
Evergreen Award ( second place) at the
2019 Rocky Mountain National
Watermedia Exhibition.
The American Society of Marine
Artists would like to thank all of those
who banded together to make this the
best year for the Anchor to Windward
fund since its founding. More
members contributed than ever before
and many gave more generously than
previously. Let's keep this trend going
and ensure the Society has the funds it
needs to weather whatever hazards we
encounter on our course.

Benefactor - $2500+
Anonymous Member
James Bickford
Patron - $1000+
Mark Daly
Leonard Mizerek
Ann H. Mohnkern
Charles Raskob Robinson
Sustainer - $500+
Lisa Egeli
Stu Egeli
Michelle Jung
Nancy Tankersley
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NEW M EMBERS
Stuart Abbey
Ohio

Adrienne Cremins
North Carolina

Steve Mayo
Washington

Rochelle Szews
Florida

Robert Bavier
South Carolina

Jonathan Frank
Texas

Lorwen Nagle
Maine

Sam Vokey
New Hampshire

Kathleen Britt
South Carolina

Beverly Gerehart
Virginia

Glenna Pfeiffer
Kentucky

Kimberly Wurster
Oregon

Coakley Brown
Virginia

Kimberly Hall
Virginia

Nancy Rhodes
Georgia

Jennifer Young
Virginia

Gina Buzby
Virginia

Nancy Howell
Connecticut

Paul Rodhouse
United Kingdom

David Cooksley
Connecticut

Rick Ingraham
California

Jean Schwartz
Virginia

ANCHOR TO WINDWARD

Partner - $250+
Larry Cannon
Belvin Evans
James W. Fish
Nicolas Fox
James Graf
Anne Brodie Hill
Kim Shaklee
Len F. Tantillo
William R. Walsh
Contributor - 100+
Holly Bird
Christopher T. Blossom
Sally Cole
Alexander Burns Cook
Sheri Farabaugh
Bill Farnsworth
Suzanne Graf

Jim Griffiths
Richard Loud
Joseph McGlynn
Mary Aspinwall McGlynn
Mimi Merton
William G. Muller
Don C. Norris
Julia O'Malley-Keyes
Sergio Roffo
Steve Rogers
Morgan Samuel Price
Jerry Smith
Friend - Up to $100
Keith Adams
Anonymous Member
Anonymous Member
Anonymous Member
Anonymous Member
Laura Cooper
Priscilla Coote
Claiborne Gregory
Ian Hanks
Russ Kramer
Carol McClees
Jon Pokela
John Charles Roach
Anthony R. Thompson
Lois Salmon Toole
Robyn Woideck
Karol B. Wyckoff
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At Jamestown Settlement, a livinghistory museum of 17th-century
Virginia, discover the story ofAmerica’s
first permanent English colony,
founded in 1607, and the ensuing
convergence of the Powhatan Indian,
English and west central African
cultures, vividly recounted through
film, indoor gallery exhibits and
outdoor living history.
Discover the stories of real people
and events of early Virginia in
exhibition galleries recently refreshed
with a $10.6 million enhancement
incorporating new historical research
and innovative technology. Experience
30,000-square-feet of immersive
exhibits with an expanded collection of
500 artifacts, dynamic displays,
engaging interactives and 4-D theater
where Bacon’s Rebellion comes alive
with state-of-the-art special effects.
Outdoors, visitors can get hands-on
with history in life-size re-creations ofa
Powhatan Indian village, the three ships
that brought English colonists to
Virginia in 1607, and a 1610-14 fort.

daily demonstrations of matchlock
musket firing, see a blacksmith at work
in a forge, and take part with
interpreters to cultivate crops, prepare
meals and repair tools the 17th-century
way.
Visitors are welcome to touch and
use many of the 17th-century
reproduction items that are part of
Jamestown Settlement’s living-history
program. They may grind corn, climb
into a dugout canoe, steer with a
whipstaffor tiller, try on armor, take an
inventory of supplies, play quoits and
ninepins, and experience a variety of
other activities that make the 17th
century come alive.artists is very happy
to have be
Visitors can try on armor, shape a
dugout canoe, steer with a ship’s tiller,
and other activities that make the past
come alive.
Outdoors at the re-created Powhatan
Indian village, historical interpreters
show the Powhatan way oflife –how to
grow and prepare food, process animal
hides, build dugout canoes, make tools
and pottery, and weave plant fibers into
cordage.
From the Powhatan village, take the
path to the James River pier where recreations of the three ships that
transported the Jamestown colonists to
Virginia in 1607 – the Susan Constant,
Godspeed and Discovery – are docked.
Visitors can board and explore to learn
about the 44-day voyage from England,
and take part in periodic
demonstrations of piloting and
navigation, knot-tying and sailhandling.
Inside the wooden palisade ofthe recreated fort, reflecting its military and
commercial character in 1610-14, are
wattle-and-daub structures with
thatched roofs. Cover your ears during

The American Society ofMarine Artists
is looking forward to the 18th National
Exhibition's next venue, the Chesapeake
Bay Maritime Museum.
Founded in 1965, the Museum is
located on 18 waterfront acres and occupies
35 buildings, 12 ofwhich house exhibitions
open to the public. Its daily operation is
managed by a full-time staffof35 with the
help of more than 250 volunteers.
Attendance is nearly 70,000 per year and
includes guests from all over the world.
The Museum’s collection of authentic
Chesapeake Bay watercraft is the largest in
existence, with 12 vessels on floating
display at the Museum’s docks.
FAR LEFT: Raising sail on the Susan B. Constant replica
ship
ABOVE LEFT: Painting of Henry Wriothesley, Third Earl
of Southampton
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I N M EMORIAM : B OB S EMLER
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by Charles Raskob Robinson
As apparently the ASMA
member who has officially served the
Society for the longest time (twenty-nine
years – fifteen as Treasurer and fourteen
on the Board), I was asked to comment
on the next longest serving member, the
late Robert C. Semler, Signature Member
who served the Society for twenty-seven
years. In reality, as we shall see, Bob’s
service credentials to the Society far
outweigh mine and he can comfortably
rest assured that no one has publically
contributed more to ASMA.

The Editor
More pertinent as to why I was
asked to write about Bob is the fact that I
was working with him for virtually all of
the twenty-seven years he manned the
editorial helm of the ASMA News (later,
the ASMA News and Journal) first as
Assistant Editor (1992-1993) and then
Editor (1994-2018). For twenty-five of
those years, I contributed a multi-page
column, “Notes from Brush Hill” that, in
the end, became the cover column with
works by those appearing in the column
on the cover of the quarterly magazine.
This experience, coupled with my being
one of only four surviving Charter
Members of ASMA, enabled me to
witness first hand the early history ofthe
magazine and the transformative
influence Bob had on this important part
ofthe Society’s growth, development and
success in becoming what it is now, an
internationally
respected
art
organization.
A student of journalism would have a
field-day tracing the evolution of the
Society’s first Newsletters done on
mimeographed paper in the late
’Seventies to a more structured and
scheduled Newsletter in the ’Eighties to
the professional journal that we have
today. All the way through, the
importance of this tool to communicate
32

to and for the membership has been
recognized – now, more than ever. The
same student would be dumbfounded to
see that the early tomes were written and
typed (yes, on a typewriter!) entirely by
the President – a President who had many
other responsibilities in running the
Society.

TOP:

Bob & Phyllis Semler

ABOVE:

oil

Bob Semler, Prelude to Disaster,

Bob Semler, Midway, oil
ABOVE: Bob Semler, Messing Around in
Boats, oil
OPPOSITE TOP:

In the history ofthe Society I was able,
thanks to the brilliant record keeping
skills of our Treasurer Stu Egeli, to cite
ASMA Newsletter #3 dated May 14,
1979 – roughly a year after the Society
was incorporated. It probably
represented the third missive the new
President, Peter W. Rogers, had sent out
since the Society’s First Exhibition the
previous fall. The document looks like an
honor thesis done in his Alma Mater,
Harvard: Neatly broken into sections
with various reports, requests for action,
opportunities for members to exhibit
their work, lengthy reports on the
activities of individual artists, inquiries,
statements of gratitude and appreciation
and even a “Final Statement and
Projection for the Future.” It runs for
thirteen pages, single-spaced. When you
finish reading it, you feel like you just
came out ofa three-hour Annual Meeting
– or maybe two, three-hour annual
meetings!
The tradition continued with James E.
Mitchell who took the helm from Peter in
1982. But gradually, the task of putting
together the Newsletter increasingly fell
on the Business Manager and its success
relied more and more on participation
from the membership. Thus, Ann Rogers
(sister of Peter) was in charge of it until
the mid-Eighties when the new Business
Manager, Kathryn Coster, took over.
Nancy Stiles took it over for a couple of
issues when she became Business
Manager but was relieved by the arrival of

Jack Kennedy who was Editor from 1987
– 1993. Bob Semler came in as Assistant
Editor in 1992, rising to Editor in 1994 –
a position he held until 2018 when
Nicolas Fox took over.
In true mariner tradition, Bob did not
steer a straight and narrow course but
tacked as needed in major ways as the
Society grew and evolved. Building on
what he inherited, Bob introduced a
standard format and a publication
schedule that he kept – one issue every
ninety days. Limited as he was by budget
restraints, he used his black and white
format as best he could, using line
drawings on the cover. When color first
appeared, it was one color only,

appropriate for a marine publication,
blue. The blue, black and white lasted
until April 2008 when Bob was able to
celebrate the Society’s Thirtieth
Anniversary with a whole new format
and name. Seeking to complement the
“news” function of the magazine with
more scholarly and reflective articles, he
created a “journal” section and renamed
the quarterly the ASMA News and
Journal. Better yet, he printed the first
full color cover – one featuring a dramatic
whaling scene by our first President,
Charles Lundgren. It was a great success
but whetted the appetite for more color.
All that was needed was more money.
My wife, Barbara, and I had been
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building up a collection, now known as
the Fellows Collection, of small works
created by Fellows ofthe Society. We had
just arranged to purchase a painting by
Don Stone, now deceased, but he refused
the $1500 payment. Rather, it was
directed to the Society as a matching
challenge to fund full color publication of
the magazine. Within a year, Bob had his
wish.
Bob also introduced other on-going
columns, beginning with Pete Eagleton,

an Artist Member (now called Signature
Member) with a very colorful life who
wrote “Harbour Lights” that covered a
wide range of subjects. Christine
Dielhman, an abstract artist with an
inquisitive mind and good camera,
followed with “Christine’s Log” which
was an ambitious and successful effort to
introduce members of the Society and
their work to each other. She continued
this until recently when her health could
no longer sustain the pace.
Bob’s work as Editor is memorialized
in the Library of Congress. During his
time at the helm, a complete set of all of
the magazine’s issues was hand delivered
to the LOC in response to its efforts to
document contemporary American
artists. That flow continues to this day,
with a copy of each new issue being
mailed to Washington as it is published.

The President, Vice President and
Board Member
While Bob was serving as Editor
of the ASMA News and Journal, he was
also pressed into service as Vice President
(1993-1995 and again briefly in 2002)
and then President (1996-2000). He
served on the Board for most of the first
decade of this century. That record of
service is impressive in its own right – just

ask anyone who has served as a President
of the Society. But in Bob’s case, it was
quite extraordinary for the very years he
was President the Society encountered
the roughest seas it had ever encountered,
culminating in 2001 with the departure
of four Fellows, including two seasoned
Past Presidents, Peter W. Rogers and
James E. Mitchell who sought,
unsuccessfully, to take the rest of the
Fellows with them. There were several
causes for these difficulties; principal
among them was the need to define more
clearly the role ofthe Fellows and the role
of management within the Society. The
two departing Fellows and the recent
President Semler and his successor,
President Richard Moore (2001-2003)
led this rather outspoken debate. (Now
all four, to use the phrase Fellow Victor
Mays defined his own passing, “have
slipped their moorings and gone on to
new seas.”)
Following this patch of bad weather,
the Fellows worked with Bob and
Richard Moore and others to clarify the
roles Fellows and management would
play going forward, namely maintaining
artistic standards and the administration
ofthe organization. They introduced the
Fellows Management Committee, made
up ofthree Fellows each serving one year
as Deputy Managing Fellow, and then
Managing Fellow and finally as Post
Managing Fellow. This insured that all
Fellows would know how the Society
works and that its leadership would be
more democratic. These measures were
the foundation for the remarkable
growth and evolution of the Society
during the following years.
--As noted at the beginning, Bob can
comfortably rest assured that no one has
publically contributed more to ASMA.

ABOVE LEFT:

Jibs, oil
LEFT:
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Bob Semler, Unfurling the

Bob Semler, Sea Trials, oil

AreaRepresentatives
ASMANorth (includes international)
Carol Shahbaz
carolshahbaz@sbcglobal.net
ASMAEast
Lynn Mehta

lynnmehta@gmail.com

ASMAWest
(includes FPO and AE)
Brent Jensen
brentjensen@me.com
Dutch Mostert
dutchmostert@netscape.net

Advisors to AreaRepresentatives
Kim Shaklee
kim@kimshaklee.com
Jon Olson
jonlolson@aol.com
Austin Dwyer
aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Buck Braden
buckbraden@yahoo.com

ASMASouth A
Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com
Charles Sharpe
csharpetts@aol.com

ASMASouth B
(includes Virgin Islands)
Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com
Sharon Way-Howard
swayhoward@aol.com

THE NAUTICAL RESEARCH GUILD
Advancing Ship Modeling Through Research

Annual membership includes our world-renowned quarterly magazine, Nautical Research Journal,
which features photographs and articles on ship model building, naval architecture, merchant and naval
ship construction, maritime trade, nautical and maritime history, nautical archaeology and maritime art.
Other benefits include discounts on annual conferences, ship modeling seminars, NRG products and
juried model competitions which are offered exclusively to Guild members. We hope you will consider
joining our ongoing celebration ofmodel ships and maritime history.

For more information contact us at: www.thenrg.org or call 585 968 8111
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Albert Bierstadt, (1830 – 1902)
The Wreck ofthe Ancon in Loring Bay, Alaska, circa 1889
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